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FRONTISPIECE.
An enlarged section (approximately double size) of a
film slide, sucii as might be used as a visual aid for the in-
troduction of this subject.
i(


ISECTION I.
The MoYement Toward Visualization in Teaching.
The earliest forms of instruction were primarily con-
cerned with the immediate and pressing business of living.
The objectives were defined by stark necessity and the material
were the weapons and tools of everyday life. Such a purely
functional instruction was a natural prDcess, arising from
obvious needs which were appreciated by both teacher and pupil.
In this early school, the father taught his sons how to hunt,
fish, and fight the natural enemies of the family and the tribe
while the mother taught the daughters how to perform the simple
but necessary household duties. Life (and education) went on
this way for a very long time.
j
Above all, this primitive education was the product of
j
real life situations and concrete experiences. iCven today the
pre-school education of children below school age and the out-
of-school education of older children is composed of similarly
natural processes. It is only when the young learners are
gathered into groups v;ithin the confines of a school building
that the real world of real things, people and problems is set
aside for the moment to give place to a large volume of syn-
thetic, formalized and disembodied abstractions. The
i 1

i experience of seeing realities gives way to the reading of ab-
|
\ stract symbols. A series of artificial situations are set up
;
and language is forced to becoine a perplexing substitute for
1.
;
reality in the successive solutions of the many problems.
i
On the whole, this is an unfair situation. A premium
|; has been placed on a single highly specialized kind of intelli-
I
;
gence. It has become well recognized that the world "intelli-
' gence" is a plural or inclusive term whose components may be
I
roughly grouped into at least three classifications:
1. Abstract intelligence
2. Mechanical intelligence
3. Social intelligence
In past years (and to a very large degree at the
i
' present time) the formal education provided by our schools has
been concerned mainly with the development, application and
1 measurement of abstract intelligence - in spite of the fact
• that no one has yet shown that this is the kind of intelligence
deserving of our greatest attention. Indeed, a fairly good
case may be made for the greater importance of social intelli-
j
I;
j:
gence in a democratic society or of mechanical intelligence in
1,
j
a controlled and expanding environment.
f
The changing characteristics of society have been
!,
i
|- reflected in changes in the dominant aims of education and im-
j
ji provements in the techniques of teaching. On the whole, these
j
I
improvements have been the result of recognized needs. For i
11
1
r
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example, as early as 1845 it was established by a study of the
results of instruction in the Boston schools, that far too
great an emphasis was being placed on mere word learning or
verbalism. By this process, the abstractions were bodily im-
parted to the pupil without regard for the now commonly accepted
practice of using concrete situations and materials as a source
from which the abstractions might be derived, The result of
this "brute force" method of word cra-imiing was verbalism in-
stead of useful learning.
Verbalism, the mere retention of words, was useless and
barren. Transfer of training to new or varied situations was
i
impossible because true learning had not been accomplished, I
This unfortunate condition was particularly serious in the lower
grades of the elementary schools.
In more recent years, additional investigations have
disclosed the frequent failure of pupils to apply learning, due
primarily to this same tendency toward verbalism or the memor-
ization of words and symbols without true comprehension of the
3
meanings or applications of them. For example, Erownell has
made an interesting investigation of the mental processes em-
ployed by arithmetic pupils in their attacks on problems, as
a result of which he has concluded that children often learn
to count purely on the basis of a sequence of number sounds.
Thus he finds that many children who could "count to ten", were
unable to identify tne number of six objects placed before them.
(
This type of verbalism was also found to extend to the memor-
|i
! ization of figures and symbols, so that a pupil who could read
ii
; and even write that four plus four equals eight" would resort
to a process of "Counting by Ones" if he were confronted with
I
two group of four objects. From these observations Brownell
' concludes that, "The factor of meaning is central in the whole
[
problem of learning and instruction in primary n^jmber." Appliec
;
to the specific topic, this requires the extended use of con-
i
Crete objects in number instruction. In more general terms
; this again means that repeated experience with the concrete is
; essential to the development of abstract knowledge. Through
; these experiences, it may reasonably be expected that a genuine
I
: and productive interest on the part of the pupil may be obtained.
! It has been observed that experience of this nature may
I make two significant contributions to the learning process:
' 1, By providing a sound and workable basis of fact
from which needed applications may be derived.
,
2. By stimulating interest through the production
i
jj
of clearly understandable experiences.
i
! This second contribution has been evaluated by John
i
!' Dewey:
] "The law and parents may guarantee the physical atten-
: dance of the child at school, but it is left to the teacher to
!;
I'
insure his mental attendance by a sound appeal to his active
ii
interests. A child's character, knowledge, and skill are not

reconstructed by sitting in a room where events happen. Events
! must happen to him, in a way to bring a full and interested
response. It is altogether possible for a child to be present
physically, yet absent mentally. Our whole policy of compulsory
[ education rises or falls with our ability to make school life
4.
an ir^teresting and absorbing experience to the child.
! These concrete experiences are many and varied. Some
[
' of them make use of all of the senses, while others rely prim-
arily upon the functioning of some single senses. Yet nearly
I
all of them require in a very large degree the exercise of
! vision for a complete perception. Indeed, sane research studies
I
have reached the conclusion that the eyes normally assume more
i
than ninety percent of the burden of informing the brain in the
I
\
ordinary learning processes and during the normal daily ex-
periences of life. Thus visual experiences are a part of life
1 and learning. Pupils are determined to have them, whether they
1
apply "to the objectives of education or not, hence the methods
and materials of instruction must be calculated to provide
!
I
pertinent and profitable visual experiences in the necessary
abundance. This does not constitute a new teaching method
, (though the term "Visual I^ethod" is often used). Rather it
j
should be regarded as a process of improving the effectiveness
of traditional methods through the use of a greater number and
' variety of supplementary materials and experiences.
In past years tnere has been a marked trend toward
I
I
I
-(
(
increasing tliese experie-ices. Soue of them involve physical
contact and :aanipulations. j:*xa_iples of this group are found
in the experinents and activities of the science classes, the
j
practical experiences provided in the vocational studies, and
I
even in such non-acade_:j.c classes as auto:uiobile driving and
dancing. Other productive experiences are nainly concerned
with "seeing things". These are visual experiences, and it is
in this field that the relatively new terns "Visual iiducation"
and "Visual i.-ethod" are widely applied.
It is difficult to trace the origin and grov/th of the i
movement toward the use of uore and better visual aids, but it
is scfe to say that nearly all of our present recognized mate-
rials are developments of the past one hundred years. To be
sure, pictorial and graphic representations were used for some
purposes before that time, but on the v/hole, public education
did not have tiie rich variety of visual aids as we now know
them. As these new tools gradually became available, principles,
and practices for their use became established, chiefly through
authoritative published researches and the accumulation of col-
lective experiences shared by interested teachers and disseminat
ed through professional socities.
oome of these constructive ideas have recently been
5 •presented in the form of a handbook while a more comprehensive
review of the researches and literature in the field has been
published by four persons who -.ave been prominent in the move-
ment toward visual education.
11.
In addition to the various
•1
1
1
i
state and district professional societies, a national organiza-
tion, the Department of Visual Instruction of the National
jiducation ^association has been active for the past five years
in publishing the iiiost significant contributions to knowledge
in the field. The Educational ocreen (monthly except July and
August) is the official periodical of this organization.
11
i
1
That visual aids are raost effective when closely cor-
related with the course of study or curriculua.
That visual materials will not supplant the text book,
or teacher, but will supplement and increase the effec-
tiveness of the teacher and text. Hence the term,
"visual aids."
That the most effective visual lesson is one that is
treated as any good lesson should be handled. The mere
exposure of children to visual materials will not, by
some mysterious process, teach them. Teachers must
prepare for the visual lesson in advance.
Organized units of visual materials are desirable.
Teachers should be familiar with visual aids before
presenting them.
rupils must be held responsible for material presented.
That the organization and administration of visual
materials must be such that they are available at the
precise moment when the teacher wants them.
That the inherent nature of visual aids - their con-
creteness - is such that they should be excellent in
quality and accurate in detail, kisinfcrmation obtained
through a visual aid is inexcusable.
That a few pertinent illustrations are better than a
score or more of less related ones. For example, the
•1
i
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intensive study of a few excellent slides and stereo-
grapiis is, in most instances, better than a succession
of somewhat related pictures.
10, Visual aids should make accessible in the classroom
that which is inaccessible. Visual aids are valuable
also in recreating in the classroom familiar subject
matter.
11. No one type or class of visual aids should be used to
the exclusion of others. Each has its own value and
use.
I
I
I•
SECTION II.
A Brief -UiValuation of the Available Visual Aids
From the standpoint of strict definition, the term
"Visual Aid" may be applied to any materials or procedures
which endeavor to provide greater facility for learning through,
i
the use of the visual sense. As previously pointed out, such
materials derive their extended teaching powers from their
demonstrated superiority to verbalism. It is obvious, however,
j
that no single sense (even the all-important vision) should be I
made to bear the entire burden of instruction. Thus many visual
aids are made more effective by an accompanying explanation or
demonstration and to that extent may be classified as auditory
j
i
teaching aids. It has therefore been suggested that the more
i
inclusive term "Teaching Aids" should be used for those materials
in which other senses supplement vision; in fact many school
j
departments have organized depart.aents with this title. It is
j
I
true, however, that the materials with which we are concerned
will function mainly through the visual sense and to simplify
matters they will all be included in the general term "Visual
\
I
Aids."
j
These materials include many varieties, such as:
j
I
{i
1X •
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8. The School Journey.
9. rhe School iiluseum.
10. Projected Still Pictures.
11. Projected Motion Pictures.
! It should be observed that no attemiDt has been made to
i
I
i
list these items in any order since each has its unique powers,
' limitations and methods of application, iiach of these methods
j
:
are of greatest value under the special conditions and in the
j
; I
special subjects to which it is best adapted. No single one of
j
them is capable of universal application, though some are more
|
I
'
!
i
limited than others in this resoect. It is therefore difficult!
i:
t
;
to make any more than an approximate estimate as to the range
! of subject matter to which each type of visual aid might be
\
jl best adapted,
'! In general there are three main purposes for which
:
visual materials are used: !
I
1, As an introduction to the subject prior to the use
I of_other methods - a sort of a "preview" whloh
I
i<
t
i
I

11.
serves to motivate the study and provide opportunity
for the formulation of leading questions, topics,
and projects.
2. As a part of the subject matter, visual aids are
most frequently used concurrently and in conjunctior
with other materials (usually textbooks).
} 3. As a review of subject matter previously taught
through the use of other materials and procedures.
In any of these cases, the visual aid makes a distinct
contribution, but only if it has been properly chosen and is
used in the method best adapted to it and to the situation.
Although each of the many types of teaching aids have
been used to good advantage in the teaching of many subjects,
it has been considered necessary to limit our consideration to
those mechanical methods and materials which produce pictures
upon a screen in front of the class. It is not to be implied
that the other materials and methods are necessarily inferior
in teaching value, but only that practical considerations of a
mechanical and financial nature render them unreasonably diffi-
cult to apply to our problem from the standpoint of textbook
' correlation. We will therefore consider only the projected
still pictures and the motion pictures (items numbered 10 and
|,
11). It should be noted that these two types of visual aids
: share two distinct psychological advantages (to varying degrees

:j
1
12.
over othsr kinds of teaching materials:
1
The projected visual materials provide an opportu-
nity for the selection of subject matter from almosi
limitless sources. A class nay be shown the growth
cycle of plants, the animation of electric currentSj
or the war-dance of zulu natives all at the proper
time and in the proper place for effective learning,
2. Since the visual sense constitutes the principal
I
1
entrance to the mind, the subordination of all ex-
ternal, impertinent and non-essential irapressions
is obtained in the darkened room with the resulting
.
concentration of attention of the subject at hand.
Projected visual aids make use of five general types
of materials, each of which will be discussed in some detail.
STILL PICTURES
The projected still pictures are obtained through three.
1 different procedures:
!
The projection of images of opaque pictures.
The projection of glass lantern slides.
;
3. The projection of film strips or film slides.
Opaque pictures of sizes not exceeding approximately
seven inches square are commonly used in conjunction with an
opaque projector or "ref lec toscope" , a refinement of the old
-
1
t
1
i
1
1
I!
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1:
A CCOINATION FROJECTOR. ij
This machine may be used for the projection of either
ji
lantern slides or opaq_ue pictures, such as photographs or
||
post cards, ^s a lantern slide machine it is quite satisfac-
li
tory (though sonewhat bulky) but for the projection of opaque
|
pictures it requires almost ideal projection conditions I
(darlmess, screen, etc.) in order to give satisfactory results.
|
Probably the greatest limitation of the opaque projector is in i
j
the amount of heat generated. This is partially overcome in
a more expensive model which is provided with a blower fan to
keeiD the picture cool, ioachines of this type are not widely
I
I
used at present. i



jI
time post card projector. This nachine makes it relatively easy'
for zhe teacher to prepare or ob-cain inexpensive visual materials
since ordinary post cards, photographs, textbook illustrations, il
or even s.fiall opaque objects may be projected on a suitable
screen with images large enough to be seen in all parts of the
|
i
I
classroom. As with all still pictures, it is also possible to
|
project the images on a blackboard so that the teacher may write
|
i
on the image with chalk; an advantage of particular value in the I
Ilower elementary grades. |i
This method, however, suffers from certain serious i]
disadvantages. The projector is large, heavy and relatively
expensive. Since only reflected lieli'-t is used for the image,
the light source must have a power of at least 500 watts with
the result that a great amount of heat is absorbed by the pic-
\
ture being projected. This may result in damage to the picture,
particularly in the case of photographs, even in the more expen-
I
sive projectors which are eq.uipped with a motor-driven fan for
|
cooling the machine. A second serious limitation of the opaque |
projector is in the necessarily reduced brilliance of the image
as compared vith other types of images. This means that the
opaque projector requires the room to be well darkened if
reasonably large images are to be obtained. In such class-
rooms as are not equipped with dark shades, conditions may -1
become such as to render the o:-aque projector practically
11
1
1
1
(
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A COI.-IEINATIOK PROJECTOR.
(with blower fan)
This machine is similar to that previously illustrated
except for the cooling fan. Even with this feature, a photo-
graph might be seriously damaged if left in the machine for
more than a minute or two. ciince the image is formed only by
reflected light, the brilliance is naturally limited.



[useless, particularly in classrooms facing the sun. An efficient
I
(though exDensive) ty-oe of "glass beaded" projection screen can
i
I do much to overcome this limitation. From the standpoint of a
producer of visual materials it should also be noted that al-
though the aachine is not a new development, there are now only
2 , 720 of them in all of our public schools, nor is it apparent
that we may reasonably expect a trend toward the increased use
6
of this particular type of material. It is therefore apparent
that the use of projected opaque pictures is seriously limited
by technical limitations of the projector, lack of equipment,
and the relatively high initial investment required of the
i' school.
The familiar glass lantern slide has been used for many
years in our public schools, but now seems to be losing popular-
! ity in favor of newer and somewhat more spectacular types of
visual materials, iievertheless this medium is still used by many
school systems which had in the past obtained a library of in-
structional slides. Since there is practically no deterioration
(except for breakage), these slides have continued in service
for many years; often in s;:ite of the fact that they were as out
dated as a 1912 textbook, ihe chief technical advantage of the
glass slide is that the image is produced by light which is
transmitted directly through a large area and focused by an
efficient optical system. This results in a large, clear, bril-
liant picture on the screen even under adverse projection

IA Lki^T:^^ SLIDE PHOJECrOH.
This is probably the oldest type of projection machine
in use today. It has unique advantages as to cost and bril- !
!
liance of image which make it a useful teaching tool in spite
of the introduction of other types of materials.
i
i
I;
I
I
!
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conditions. In this respect the lantern slide projector is
equal or superior to all other forms of projected visual aids.
Another adva^.tage which the glass slide shares with the opaque
[ picture is that the teacher may edit the material, using only
I
those pictures which actually apply to the subject and project-
I
i
ing the pictures in any desired order and for any length of time
on each picture. The projector is priced at from forty to
eighty dollars and although they are not being sold as rapidly
' as in former years, 17 . 040 of them are now in service in our
I 6.
public schools. The slides themselves are fairly expensive,
costing from thirty to fifty cents each, depending on how they
are purchased. It is possible (but rather expensive) for the
teacher to have photographic slides made, and various types of
non-photographic slides are often made by both teachers and
pupils. For glass slides, the cost of production is not great-
ly reduced in large quantities. This is due to the more or less
fixed cost of materials and to the large amount of hand work
required by each slide. From the standpoint of the prospective
producer of visual materials this might prove a serious objec-
tion to the glass slide.
The film strip or film slide is a device which has been
found to have many of the advantages of the glass slide as may
be seen from a subsequent analysis. In addition, this type of
material has a few unique features which are bringing it in-
creasing recognition in educational institutions. The film
slide consists of a series of pictures produced on a short stripl
I

19.
of theatre width (35) motion picture film. Since this film
provides 16 "frames" for pictures or titles in each foot, it is
seen that an entire unit of visual material may be produced on
a strip which is rolled up and put into a small metal can.
Thus the film slide is the most compact and the least subject
to physical damage of all of the five forms to be considered.
Tftien produced in reasonably large quantity, the cost of the
film slide is but a small fraction of that of other visual
materials; a point which will be amplified in another section
of this report. The film slide is projected by a very small
and inexpensive machine costing from fifteen to forty dollars,
and although the device has been introduced only during the paslj
few years, improvements in projectors have been quite rapid.
The film slide may also be projected by means of an attachment
to an ordinary glass slide projector. There are now 5,740
film slide projectors and attachments in use in our schools.
MOTION PICTURjio.
The past ten years have seen a remarkable increase in
the use of motion pictures in the classroom. As a result of
this increased use, new and improved equipment and materials
have been made available in unprecedented quantity and quality.
With the exchange of experiences and knowledge in the field and
the formation of professional groups of those interested in
visual education, many basic principles have been developed
!I
I
i
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|| and accumulated experiences have resulted in the formulation of
certain generally accepted practices.
jj
One of these practices relates to the size of film now
almost universally used for classroom projection. This is the
16 millimeter width as compared with the 35 millimeter standard
I
width for theater film. An interesting comparison of these two
j
I
sizes may be obtained from the illustration which shows a full
i
reel of each size, such as would run approximately ten minutes
in continuous projection. Note that in bulk and weight the
smaller film has a definite advantage, both for the film itself
' and also for the projection equipment. 7/ith modern equipment
! perfectly satisfactory projection may be obtained from either '
,
i
i
size but two serious disadvantages have almost entirely banished
the 35 mm film from the classroom:
j
1. It is difficult or impossible (depending on make
of projector) to stop the machine at any point
for discussion of a section of the film as a still
picture. This seriously limits the range of sub-
jects and conditions to which the film may be
adapted.
2. The use of the 35 mm film has been made subject
to so many regulations (due to fire hazard) as to
make it almost impossible to use this size even
when the film has been specially prepared on cell-
ulose acetate or "safety" base material. These
j
! regulations include examination and licensing of

i1
i
I
!
i
(
I
I
I
il
I
MOTION PICTURE FILL! (55 mm and 16 mm)
The larger reel contains the same amount (in terms of
showing time) as the smaller reel, iiach would run continuous-
ly for ten minutes at the standard speed. The 35 mm reel
weighs five pounds while the 16 mm weighs one pound. Since
many schools obtain at least part of their educational films
on a loan basis from distant sources, this means increased
carrying charges as well as greater inconvenience of handling
j
for the larger size. Because of this and other disadvantages,
;
many educational films are no longer available in the larger
size.
i
I
c


es.
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i
A 35 mm SILiLI^^T LIOTION PIcrJRE PROJECTOR.
1
i
Althougli this machine was sold as a "portable" projectoij
it is far too heavy to be handled by one person. As indicated
j
in the text, it has been almost entirely displaced by the
j
i
smaller size (16 mm), in fact most of the recent teaching films
are not produced in the 35 mm size.
1
i
1
1
1
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operators, and the inspection and certification of
I projection equipment and individual reels of film.
Because of these complicated regulations the use
of the large size film is now generally limited to
the auditorium or other places where a projection
booth and permanently installed equipment is
available
•
For these reasons, only the 16 mm size of motion picture
film will be considered. Films now available and suitable for
teaching purposes may be divided into two groups, silent , and
sound.
The silent motion picture possesses to a high degree the
advantages characteristic of all visual materials. In addition
to the depiction of continuity end activity, it is a reasonably
flexible medium, being capable of adaptation to a wide range of
instructional purposes and procedures.
Motion pictures - either silent or sound - are sometinies
classified roughly into two groups in accordance v/ith the gen-
eral characteristic treatment and type of subject. These two
groups may be termed "Factual", and "Inspirational". As might
be expected, films in the factual classification are mainly de-
voted to the teaching of more or less specific facts. The ex-
tent to which these films meet their purposes is subject to
reasonably accurate objective measurement. By contrast, the
I
inspirational films are principally concerned with the produc-
jj
tion of impressions, emotions, and attitudes, although certain

facts may be employed for this purpose. It is difficult to
devise either valid or reliable techniques for the objective
measurement of the attainments of these inspirational films.
Some films make use of a combination of these methods, for
example, a factual film might have an inspirational introduc-
tion to serve as motivation. Since it is necessary to consider
the film (or any other teaching materials) as an integral part
of the lesson plan and to use it in conjunction with other
materials and practices, the extent to which the material may
be adapted or modified by special conditions is an important
factor in any general evaluation of the medium. The silent
motion picture projector is designed to allow the picture to be
shovm intermittently by stopping the machine at any time during
projection, thus providing opportunity for discussion, explana-
tion, and taking notes. This feeture contributes greatly to
the adaptability of the film to specific purposes, grade levels
specialized subjects, etc. In the motion picture film, however
both content and continuity are fixed, so that the teacher does
not have the opportunity to vary these factors as in the case
of glass slides and projected opaque pictures. The silent pro-
jectors and films are less expensive, easier to use, and more
adaptable to varying educational and physical conditions than
the sound film.
Most of the researches in the field of visual education
(with the important exception of the Rulon experiment) have
been conducted with silent films and have resulted in findings
1
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A SII^lNTr 16 mm MOTION PICTURE gHOJ}i.CTOR.
Althougti a relatively recent development, thousands of
j
these machines are now owned and operated by our schools as a
I
regular part of routine classroom teaching procedure. One of
the greatest obstacles to the more widespread use of this pro-
!
jector is that a certain amount of practice is necessary for
the teacher to become an efficient operator, though recent in-
creases in the number of teacher training courses may partially
overcome this condition in future years.
•i
i
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favorable in various degrees to the use of this medium. Ihe
number of silent filras available is rapidly increasing through
the efforts of both commercial and educational producers, and
the recent publication of two comprehensive catalogs of these
Q
materials has proved a great convenience. ' From the point of
view of the prospective producer of visual materials, the motioii
picture represents the greatest initial investment, in fact this
investment is so large as to raise serious questions. Special
talents and equipment are required and the materials used are
relatively expensive. A rough estimate of the production cost
usually places it between three hundred and one thousand dollar^
per minute of showing time. Since a single reel runs ten min-
utes and a text may require six or seven reels, the cost is seei)
to be quite high.
The sound motion picture is the least flexible of all of
the five mediums under consideration. Viliile the silent film
can be stopped for the taking of notes or supplementary discus-
sion which would allow adaptation to individual, group, or sub-
ject variation, the sound film must be taken as a complete unit
ihe sound projector cannot conveniently be stopped or used to
show a still picture, the speed cannot be varied, and the teach-
er cannot speak to the class during the projection. Neverthe-
less, if a sound film is carefully produced for a specific grad^
and subject it may be used with very good effect under those
conditions. It is also well adapted to auditorium use, partic-
ularly with films of the inspirational type.
II
I
1
I
Although the sound film is the most recently developed
form of visual aid, it is finding increased use in spite of the
unreasonably high price of both films and projection equipment.
Most of this popularity may be ascribed to these factors:
1. The addition of sound to motion brings a still
closer approach to realism in those subjects which
nomally include sound,
2. Because of the painstaking and detailed preparation,
the lecture accompaniment is usually superior to thalj
of the average teacher's presentation.
3. Since pupils are accustomed to the sound notion pic-
ture as a medium for recreation and entertainment,
their attitudes toward it are favorable and receptiv^
lor the same reason, it is possible that the learning
process may be somewhat impeded by this more or less
subjective or passive attitude. It is sometimes
apparent that the other forms of visual aids may be
used to secure a greater degree of active pupil
participation during the projection time, and in
these cases it is reasonable to assume that more ef-
fective learning is being accomDlished by such
9.
participation.
From the standpoint of a prospective producer, the five
types of visual materials each suffer from unique and more or
less serious disadvantages. The opaque projector is bulky,
expensive, inefficient and unpopular. The glass slide is
!
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The sound motion picture probably offers the closest
approach to realism In most subjects, but suffers from a few
serious disadvantages. One of these disadvantages is in the
unreasonably high cost of both projector and film. Other
factors, both technical and psychological have limited the
number of these projectors nov: used by our schools.
I
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fragile, expensive, and seems to be losing favor. The motion
picture filais are unreasonably expensive to produce. It rejiaina
for us to investigate more fully the advantages and disadvantage
of the film strip.
As a matter of convenience these advantages are enumer-
ated, but no attempt has been made to indicate the relative sig-
nificance of the various factors to either producer or user
since each specific subject and situation would require a sepa-
rate analysis on this point.
1. The film slide is the least expensive of all five
types of visual aids, both for initial production
and for replacement. A more definite and detailed
statement on this matter will be found in the third
section of this report,
E. The projector is the least expensive, smallest and
lightest of all of the five machines under considera-
tion. It is also easy to operate and entirely noise-
less.
3. The film slide is both compact and unbreakable - an
entire visualize unit of as many as 100 pictures is
kept in a can less than two inches tall. Such a can
is shown in the illustration.
4. The film slide shares the advantage of other still
pictures in tnet any given picture may be shown for
as long as desired to allow opportunity for adapta-
tion to the situation (taking notes, making

explanations, conducting discussion, reference to
textbook, etc.) As previously indicated, this is
an important advantage which is particularly lack-
ing in the sound motion picture.
The film slide has a few fairly definite disadvantages
which may be enumerated:
1. ihe film tends to dry out and become brittle and
may finally crack or break during projection. Al-
though this disadvantage may be partially overcome
by storage in a humidor, the fact remains that it
will not ordinarily last as long as a motion pic-
ture film or a set of glass slides. A broken motion
picture film is easily repaired but a broken film
slide is not usually mended.
£. Since the film is not in motion it is subjected to
a sustained high temperature which contributes to
the previously noted tendency toward cracking. In
spite of various types of "heat filters" this factor
limits the intensity of illumination which may be
used, AS a result, the film slide will not ordin-
arily produce pictures satisfactory for large groups
(assembly program, etc.) although it is entirely
satisfactory for classroom use under ordinary condi-
tions.

3. The continuity of the film slide is fixed, so that
it is not convenient for the teacher to show the
pictures in some order other than that originally-
intended.
Considering the aany factors involved in the problem,
the film strip seems to be by far the medium best suited for
a program of production in close correlation with present or
proposed textbooks. An analysis of the factors involved in
this program of production is shown in the following section.

A FILM SLIDE PROJECTOR.
This type of visual material is a fairly recent devel-
opment and represents the least expensive method of projecting
a series of still pictures. It is also the simplest machine
to operate and is finding increased favor among schools and
aziong photographic amateurs who use it for the projection of
mineature or "candid-camera" pictures. The unique advantages
of this medixim are discussed in the text.
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SECTION III.
Ttie Position of tlie Textbook Publisiier, A 3ugg:ested Program.
In past years the textbook has nearly always served as
a center about which a study of subject matter was organized.
Changing social conditions and improved educational technics
have been met by drastic revisions along lines which have made
it possible for the textbook to retain this position of leader-
ship.
Hecent developments, however, have in some cases, sug-
gested the organization of certain subject matter about new
centers with the object of obtaining a greater degree of pupil
interest and participation through the use of closely simulated
real-life situations. Further revisions of our textbooks have
brought them well into line with this movement, but there is
evidence of a definite need for a greater degree of pupil vis-
ualization than is ordinarily provided by the illustrations of
even our best textbooks. This need is evidenced by the rapid-
ly increasing use of supplementary visual materials and by the
many recent publications on the use of visual teaching aids.
These publications are no longer in the nature of reports on
research or experimental investigations, but constitute actual
accounts of carefully developed practices in many of our most
ji
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progressive school systems*
Examples of these publications are found in the thir-
teenth yearbook of the National jilementary Principal and in the
recently released National Visual Education Directory of the
American Council on i-ducation. This directory is of particular
significance since it was compiled by the Office of Education
and provides definite quantitative data on the physical status
of the visual movement in over nine thousand schools and school
systems which serve nearly seventeen million pupils. A study
of these facts leads to the inescapable conclusion that the
value of this movement is meeting with widespread recognition.
In the words of President Oeorge f, Zook, of the American
Council on Education:
"The application of discoveries in science has revolu-
tionized the older metnods of life on the farm, in the
factory, and in the office. Men and women earn their
food, clothing and shelter by new and improved methods.
While these vocational adjustments may sometimes be
painful, they are accepted as a part of normal life."
"In recreation, too, whether under public or private
auspices, there has been a rapid development of devices
,
and facilities for the increased enjojnnent of leisure
time; witness and steady growth of golf courses, pleas-
ure automobiles, public parks, and moving picture

theaters. In recreation the public demands and gets
the latest and most satisfying facilities."
"V.nile industry, recreation and other aspects of modern
life have been developing new tools and new methods,
education has been slow to incorporate the discoveries
of science into its working structure. If schools are
to keep pace with the other agencies of society, they
must adopt the most modern devices or surrender their
influence to the county agricultural agents, the motion
picture theatres, and the radio."
"Y/ith the development of various visual and auditory
aids, such as the film si:rip, the sound film, and the
radio, a completely new source of materials of instruc-
tion has been made available to educators throughout
the world. The realization has been growing upon pro-
gressive educators that such aids can become complement-
ary devices to the text-books, the blackboards, and the
maps of the past, studies have proved that these new
visual and auditory aids present learning matter so
forcibly that educators can no longer deny them their
proper place in a dynamic curriculum.""'"^*
But it is not enough merely to decide that visual
teaching aids should be used and to act on a basis of enthusiasii|
without an adequate background of technical knowledge and ex-
|
perience. For example, the problem of selecting the instruc-
tional materials must be met and properly solved. In "Llotion
36
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Pictures in j.ducation" (H.ii. Wilson Co., 1937), diaries *!
Hoban recognizes tiie importance of this problem: i
I
"Most teacxiers and sciiool administrators would
readily agree, tiiat the effective use of instructional materialSj
in the classroom dsi-^eiids in part on the care v/ith which these !
i
materials have been selected, i'hey would also agree tnat !
i
teaching materials should be selected with a viev/ to their ob-
jectives that have been accepted for teaching, to the appropri-
ateness of tl.ese .materials on various levels of pupil abilities,
and to the qualities of these materials which mal-ce them easy
for pupils to use and to understand.
-^ny of the ::Laterials of instruction co.imonly referre^
to as "visual aids" were used in the classroom long before the !
I
term was introduced into the educational vocabulary. Comenius,
j
for instance, introduced illustrations as an integral part of
|
the textbook when he published his ORBIS FICTU3 in the seven- j
i
teenth century. Illus "orations were included in the liET/ ENGLAilD I
I
I
PRIi-IiiR, the backbone of instructional materials of the colonial
j
period. Throughout the develop.:ient of American education, therej
has been an increase in the quantity of illustration included
j
in school stextbooks. In recent years a movement has developed
!
which so emphasizes illustration that printed materials are sub-j
ordinated, particularly in make-up, to pictures. The BUILDIh'G
j
AI^rllCA series, published by the Society for Curriculum otudy,
[
is an example of this new type of study materials.
•«
!
(V
-o-ccepted as are these visual materials of teaching in
current practice, it is natural to expect tl.at sound principles
for their selection and use would have been developed, and that
in modern school practice these principles would be rigorously
applied. Cne would also ex;ect that in the voluiainous litera-
ture of education, tnere would be an abundance of discussion,
of reports of ex_:eri:aentat ion, and of the developaent of more
or less standardized criteria for the selection of instruction-
al materials.
But the administrator who searches for a scientific
approach to his problems of selection and the teacher who looks
for authoritative advice to suppleiiient her rule of thumb criter;
must stumble through the oak forest of educational literature
to find the few sprigs of evaluative mistletoe. Pwo notable
excerptions to this rule are the "Aids to leaching in the
Elementary School," THIRTjiiKiTH YaaRECOK, ICational Elementary
Principal, and "i^aterials of Instruction," EIGKTH YEARBOOK
of the Depart-ient of oupervisors and Directors of Instruction,
l.'ational -tiducation Association, published in 1934 and 1935
respectively."
The analysis and evaluation of the five common types
of visual materials (Section II) has led to the recommendation
of the film slide as a suitable medium to be considered by the
publisiier. In order to clarify the situation, certain specific
suggestions have been provided in a ..rogram which assu^aes that
(t
I
this medium, tias been decided upon.
i
In the production of text-correlated film slides, the \
i
objectives are usually clearly defined. In general, tr^e idea
is to give additional illustration to tlie text. Because of the
large number of pictures which it is possible to provide in
j
this form, the author may use the visual aid for a number of
purposes, each of which make for more effective teaching. For '
example, a fil:a. slide for use with a general science text night ;'
serve:
[
1. To include pictures and diagrams which were omitted i
from the book because of space limitation. i
••
1
1
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2. To picture additional applications of principles
whicii were formulated in the text.
3. To visualize pupil activities and projects,
4. To show by iaeans of a picture story (perhaps similar
to the "comic strip" idea) some application of
scientific attitudes or of the scientific method.
These picture sequences may be left incomplete,
requiring analysis and solution by the pupil, or
may be completed in some particular way while asking
the pupil for an alternate course of action or addi-
tional example.
5. To provoke class discussion on an illustration show-
ing violations of scientific principles; a sort of
"what is wrong with this picture" game.
In considering the illustration of any part of the sub-
ject, a careful investigation should be m£.de to deter.iiine:
1. Vihether or not the subject may be given effective
visual treatment by the medium proposed.
2. The type of approach and method of subject matter
treatment to be followed.
3. A strict delimitation of the subject matter to be
covered.
Each of these questions require painstaking and detailed
thought if correct decisions are to be made, V<ith respect to
each of them a few of the salient factors which must be consid-
ered may be indicated.
Cv
It must be realized at the beginning that the medium of
still pictures, without sound, color, or motion, is not well
suited to the teaching of certain classes of topics. Such
topics as have sound, color, or motion as primary or essential
characteristics must be presented through a medium which repro-
|
duces those characteristics. This seens to be such a simple I;
principle that it is superfluous to consider it, but an examina-T|
tion of available visual aids now on the market discloses such
pitiful items as film slides (in black-and-white) on Songbirds
and blowers, a silent motion picture film on the subject of
Sound, and a series of still pictures on DancingI An honest
evaluation of the medium would have prevented these ridiculous
attempts. Yet it is encouraging to observe that the majority
of subjects are amenable to effective treatment by the film
slide if sufficient care and knowledge are applied in the
editorial operation.
The approach to the topic and method of presentation of
the subject matter must be decided upon in complete detail as
a part of the editorial operation. There are several possible
alternatives from which a choice may be made concerning these
two important matters, but in any case decisions must be made
with certain definite factors in mind. A few of these factors
are:
(a) The subject matter and scope of the visual aid.
(b) The grade level in which the subject is dealt with
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by the school curriculum.
(c) The extent to which other teaching tools (exclusive
of the text) are already used in the specific topics,
end the need for correlation with those tools.
(d) The amount of time ordinarily available for a study
of the subject matter.
(e) Possible controversial matters upon which prejudices
may be encountered.
(f) The probable qualification and willingness of the
teacher to introduce, motivate, and direct discussion
of the subject matter.
(g) The possible provision for an objective test to refer
both to the text and to the visual material.
The approach to the topic includes the introduction pro-
vided by the teacher and the motivation or introductory material
contained in the visual aid. There are two general methods com4
monly used for treatment of subject matter. These two methods
may be called "factual" and "inspirational".
The factual treatment is characterized by the depiction
and statement of facts (usually physical) which may be subject
to verification by more or less objective means. The factual
method is best adapted to educational purposes which deal with
factual knowledge. The inspirational method is usually best
suited to purposes which require the inculcation of attitudes
or which are concerned with emotional reactions. iJost subject

matter may be given either treatment by making a careful choice
of the objectives of the unit and the aspects of the subject
which may be applied to these objectives.
As an example of a single topic approached by two differ-
ent methods on different grade levels, consider a visual aid on
the subject of "Soap", prepared by a soap manufacturer for use
in:
(a) Ninth grade general science (inspirational):
Objective : Mental Attitude to?rard Soap.
Title: "Next to Godliness."
Motivation: Have you ever wondered how a piece of
soap protects you from many dangerous
disease germs? And do you imow how
soap was first discovered, and how it
is made in a modern factory? etc.
(b) Eleventh or twelfth grade chemistry (factual):
Objective: Factual J^nowledge of Chemistry of Soap.
Title: "The idanufacture of rure ooap."
Motivation: Certain organic compounds are known as
esters. One of the most important of
these esters is soap, the sodium salt
of stearic acid. etc. etc.
The treatment of subject matter may be made either in-
spirational or factual, or may be a combination of these two
general methods. The treatment should be reasonably consistent
I
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throughout the body of the visual aid, though it is often ad-
! visable to follow an inspirational introduction with a factual
1; treatment of subject matter. In general, objectives which
!
relate to mental attitudes are best attained through an inspira^
j
tional treatment, while the factual type of visual aid is most
!'
j
useful in providing specific factual knowledge.
I
j
Having decided upon the method of approach and subject
j' matter treatment, the editor must next determine the exact scope
li
I
of subject matter to be included. This decision must be made
l' consistent with all of the previously discussed factors. The
ji
j
I
most important effect of this decision is to determine whether
|
j
the subject will be given an extensive or an intensive treat-
ment .
Usually the established objectives will be of assistance
ii in determining the scope of the subject matter, but very often
!l
! the available material is not adequately delimited by these
statements.
A single text-correlated film slide might well be limited
I
to the subject matter contained in a single unit of the text
' book. The unit may be a chapter or any other logical grouping
;
of topics. This will usually include an amount of text material
which could be covered by the class in from two to four weeks,
\ In this way, a text intended for completion in a school year
i'
would be treated by a series of betv/een ten and twenty film
slides. i
1 M
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One of the major decisions involves the actual number
of pictures to be included in each film slide. There is no
reliable rule for determining this, since there is a wide
variation in each of the many factors to be considered. Prob-
ably the largest single factor in this decision relates to the
amount of discussion which might be stimulated by the pictures
For example, a film slide of twenty pictures on the V/orld Yuar
would be too long because of the vast amount of discussion
material included in the subject, while a series of thirty
pictures on Oil Production might be too short because a rel-
atively small amount of supplementary discussion is ordinarily
used in this type of subject, ilany visual aids now available
are too inclusive and show evidence of lack of sufficient at-
tention to these conditions.
In determining the number of pictures to be included in
a film strip, the editor must therefore consider the nature of
the subject, the amount of discussion to be stimulated, and the
method of subject matter treatment. In general an inspiration-
al type of film strip may include more pictures than a factual
type.
The second limitation is inherent in the pupils, and is
largely effective because of an unfortunate tendency on the
part of visual editors to assume that because pictures are a
great aid to understanding, practically any subject might be
I
visualized for any grade. This has resulted in the use of high
school materials in the elementary grades and a frequent fail-
ure to scale subject matter and vocabulary to the grade for
which it was intended. There is no reason to give less care to
the preparation, editing, production, and use of visual teach-
ing aids than is given to analogous problems in the preparation
of text materials; the problems are similar in many ways and
there is no basis for assuming that good results can be obtained
through indifferent efforts in either case. It must be realiz-
ed that the limitations which are inherent in the pupils, or
are the result of physical conditions, m&y be as effective with
respect to visual aids as with respect to textbooks or any otheij
teaching material and that such matters as vocabulary studies,
analyses of previous courses of study for background material,
etc. must be given the same careful attention in visual aids
as in other teaching materials.
In the case of film slides whidh are correlated with an
established textbook, this part of the v^ork appears to be rel-
atively simple since the subject matter in the book constitutes
in itself a fairly rigid outline. The order of topic treatment
in the visual aid should parallel that of the textbook, but
particular care must be taken to avoid duplication of the text.
The idea is to extend or to present new aspects of this materia^
not to repeat it.
As an example of this particular use of visual material.
46,
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it miglit be advisable to present the social implications of a
technical science subject by means of an inspirational treatment
'! i
in the film slide, while the tezt dealt factually with the
j
'l I
!j
principle itself, iinother use of the film strip would be to
j
Ij provide up-to-date specific visualized examples and application^
j
of the general principles found in the text.
Assuming that the larger and more general decisions have'
been made, the production and distribution of film slides for
I
either an existing or a proposed textbook may be undertaken in
I a series of five operations:
1. Editorial
This operation involves editorial decisions as to
the subject matter to be illustrated and the method of presen-
tation. It is the most important (and most difficult) part
I
of the schedule. Particular care must be taken at this stage
to avoid excessive repetition of text material; the visual aid
1
is to extend and amplify the text, not to duplicate it. In
addition to the considerations previously dealt with, titles
and sub-titles must be composed, and the order of topics must
be correlated to the textbook. This operation should normally
be the joint responsibility of the author, the editorial de-
partment, and the art department. There are, of course, two
I
I
j
general situations to be considered; that in which the film
j
slides are being prepared for a text already in use, and the

I somewliat more simple case in wiiich, the visual aids are planned
j
and produced in conjunction with a new book. This second case
j
obviously permits of a somewhat better integration betv;een text
I
j
and visual supplement. In either case, the product of this
I
operation is a comple specification (in the form of a scenario)
I
' of each unit of visual material.
2. Compiling the Illustrations
The major decisions have been made in the previous
oDeretion. It is now necessary to obtain or produce the illus-
I
trations in the form of photographs or drawings, together with
the titles, legends, and sub-titles. This operation is prim-
arily the responsibility of the art department, although there
will be need for technical assistance in matters of photography
and lettering of the titles by means of specialized equipment.
If the film slides are being produced for a new book which is
also being illustrated at the same time, it will be found that
many of the illstrations (already on hand) which must be ex-
cluded from the book for lack of space, may well be included
in the film slide if the scenario indicates that they would be
pertinent. In general this operation follows the established
practices of the art department, except that there are certain
j
unique considerations due to the nature of the final photo-
I
graphic form to which all items will be reduced. J?or example;
it is necessary to have each frame in the proportions of 3 x 4
i
I
with the longer dimensions horizontal, colors may not be us ed.
•=====^
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and generous margins are essential.
The final product of this operation is a stack of from
twenty to sixty items for each film slide. An item may be a
picture, a title, or a combination of picture and title; in
any case each item will constitute a single frame in the fin-
ished film slide. Ji.ach item should be given the frame number
1 specified in the scanario and the stack should be arranged in
I
the proper sequence for the next operation.
3. Production of the blaster Negative
I
This operation is analogous to the production of plates
in the publishing of a book. It requires that each item shall
be photographed in proper sequence and reduced to a uniform
size on a strip of 35 millimeter (negative) motion picture film
The process is entirely photographic and requires the use of
a special type of copying camera and rack, "inhen properly sys-
tematized, this is the least complicated of all five operations
and requires very little time in the production schedule. Lack
of proper equipment and skill however, can cause an amazing
amount of difficulty at this point. As a matter of convenience
two or three duplicate master negatives should be made for each
sequence.
4 . Manufacture of Finished Prints
This operation may be compared to the actual printing
and manufacture of books. It is a process of photographic
printing of any desired number of film slides from the original
II
I
I
FILM SLIDE PRODUCTION E^UIPLlxCKT
.
The film slide is produced in a series of operations
one of which requires the successive copying of a series of
pictures and titles. Since these are of varying sizes and
proportions, special equipment is required. The camera is
a standard Zeiss plate camera to which has been fitted a
sliding hack and film magazine arrangement of original de-
sign. Some of the more expensive 35 mm motion picture
cameras are capable of adaptation for this purpose, in fact
the animated "Iklickey iiiouse" motion pictures are made by a
very similar process.
(-
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master negative. IJotion picture laboratories are the only or-
ganizations in a position to carry out this part of the produc-
tion as it involves the use of the same equipment and facilities
as are used for commercial motion pictures. This work must be
carried out with even greater care than is ordinarily exercised
in ordinary motion picture production, rarticular attention
must be paid to the matter of eliminating dust specks during
the printing process, and the prints must be made on cellulose
acetate or "iJafety" stock to avoid fire hazard. Vihen the lab-
oratory has finished this operation the prints are all in one
piece on thousand foot reels, i'hey must be cut agart, allowing
eight or ten inches of extra stock on e£ch end for protection
and convenience in use. The film slides should be packed in
individual cans as shown in the illustration. Since an entire
text can be visualized with approximately ten of these film
slides, the set of individual cans can be placed in a box no
larger than a single copy of the book itself.
5. Distribution
It is suggested that a set of film strips be given to
the visual aids library of each school system upon adoption of
the book with which they are correlated. In case this is found
to represent an excessive charge against advertising, the film
strip may be offered for sale in the same manner as workbooks,
teachers' manuals or other supplementary material. If it is
decided to sell the film strips, it may be pointed out that as
a matter of convenience to the teacher, a set of film strips
Boston University
School of Education
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should be placed in each school where the text is used. In
j
this way the material is easily available when desired and can
not involve conflicts or failure of delivery on the desired
dates. This is a particularly important point in large systems
since there is bound to be a measure of similarity in the teach-
ing scitedules v^hich would cause conflicts in using the film
strips. It should be pointed out ;hat, to be properly effective,
visual aids must be shown in conjunction with the text study;
they should either be used at the proper time or omitted en-
tirely.
isince the film strips are subject to loss or damage
through abuse, some provision for replacement must be made.
It is suggested that replaceiaent strips be sold at a price
approximately equal to the cost of production. For a single
film strip properly packaged, this cost should not exceed
fifty cents, including postage.
It is also suggested that the set of film slides be
accompanied by a pamphlet of suggestions concerning the use
of these relatively new teaching aids. This pamphlet could
be made quite simple and need not represent a large investment.
It should not be necessary for the pamphlet to enter into a
discussion of each picture, ouch pamphlets are provided for
non-correlated film slides now available, but the textbook
itself should provide an adequate explanation and integration
for the visual material.
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AiNTALYoIS OF GGoTS.
Any textbook publisher who might care to consider the
production of text-correlated visual teaching aids would natur-
ally be interested in obtaining an approxiraate analysis of the
costs involved, oince the suggested program has never been put
into practice on full scale, any such information is necessarily
of q^uest ionable accuracy, but a general idea of the magnitude
of the project may be obtained from a cost analysis of the five
operations previously discussed. These operations are:
1. Editorial
2. Compiling the original pictures.
3. Producing the master negative.
4. Producing the finished prints (film slides).
5. Packing and distributing the film slides.
For convenience, a typical case will be considered. The
book is a new physics text (not previously published) intended
for twelfth grade classes. The subject matter is conveniently
divided into the seven conventional unit studies, each of which,
will be illustrated by one film slide.
There is no convenient method of determining the cost
of tiie editorial operation. This part of the v/ork should be
done largely by the authors who may be given to understand that
the preparation of complete specifications for this supplemen-
tary Illustrative material is to be considered a part of the
I
customary contract agreement. It is probable that some
c
specialized outside assistance should be used as the authors
may not have sufficient technical knovrledge and experience to
be able to make the most effective application of mechanical
visual aids. The editorial operation will also require
occasional cooperation between the authors and the art depart-
ment on matters involving the technique of representation, etc.
Since this operation is performed almost wholly by present
employees and with materials already being used for the prepara-
tion of the textbook, no accurate estimate of the proportional
or actual cost of this operation can be shown.
The second operation (compilation) is subject to a
reasonably accurate cost approximation, assuming that complete
specifications have been obtained from the editorial operation.
Referring to the specific text to be dealt with, it is probable
that the seven units may not be of equal difficulty, nor may
they be in equal need of supplementary visual treatment. Hence
it cannot be expected that the film slides will all be of the
same length, but an average of forty pictures (with or without
attached titles) plus twenty five separate or "full frame"
titles will be assumed. This means that the entire set will
require the compilation (in the second operation) of two
hundred and eighty pictures and one hundred and seventy five
separate titles.
As any publisher knows, pictures are obtainable from
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a wide variety of sources and at almost any price (many entire-
ly free of ciiarge) up to twenty dollars each. It is safe to
assume that approximately half of the 280 pictures will be ob-
tained from more or less free sources. These sources include
commercial and manufacturing concerns, tourist bureaus, trans-
portation companies, domestic and foreign consular services,
museums, government departments (both state and federal),
educational institutions, and many others. It is also probable
that some of tiie pictures vrill be in the form of simple diagram^i
or line drawings prepared by personnel of the art department,
while many others will have been acquired and used for previousf
ly published texts, although the right to use some of these
a second time is sometimes open to question. These sources may
provide enough so that two thirds of the items are now obtained
The remainder of the pictures will probably have to be
purchased. At this point the question of scenario revision
may be raised by those who see an opportunity to substitute
a free picture (differing slightly from the specifications of
the scenario) for one which would have to be purchased. Since
this question may arise as many as a hundred times during the
compilation, the safest policy is to discourage all such refer-
ence back to the previous operation. The editorial work was
presumably carefully planned to provide a coherent, correlated
visual teaching tool, and no such plan could survive a few
score of alterations (on a basis of pure expediency) and still
-1
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retain effective resemblance to the original form and purpose.
In any event, no deviations, however superficial they may ap-
pear, should be made from the scenario without consultation
with those responsible for the previous operation. It should
be noted that rigid adherence to the original specifications
usually requires a greater allorance of time for compilation
i
than would otherwise be required.
Assuming that 100 pictures remain to be purchased, the
usual comiaercial sources should be adequate in nearly all cases
i'hese sources are well known to the art department; they in-
clude Ewing Galloway, Acme l^~ews Photos, Underwood and Underwood
International i^ews iService, local newspapers, etc. It may even
be necessary to have some of the pictures taken to order;
though this is an expensive process. On the whole the total
j
purchase price of the pictures should not exceed six hundred
dollars.
To this sum must be added the price of the 175 separate
titles which should be prepared in negative form Iwhite letter-
ing on a black background) by a concern which specializes in
this work. One such concern charges a flat rate of forty five
! cents per title, bringing the cost of titles to approximately
eighty dollars. No attempt is made to approximate the cost of
the services of the art department in the matter of compilation
though this item would probably have to be considered if an
i accurate estimate of the entire cost of the project was needed.
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The third operation requires the production of seven master
negatives, plus whatever duplicates may seem advisable. This
work should be performed by some experienced concern equipped
for the rather unique requirements of this particular form of
photography. The cost of the set of seven should not exceed
four hundred dollars.
V/ith this third operation, the total investment is com-
pleted. Such costs as now appear are relatively small and
represent the unit cost of manufacture after the initial re-
quirements have been met. The total investment, excluding such
considerations as have been noted, is seen to be:
First operation (iiditorial) not estimated
Second operation (Compilation) $680.00
Third Operation (negatives) 400.00
Total initial investment $1080.00
The fourth operation is to be the responsibility of
some motion picture laboratory and requires that any designated
number of prints (the finished film slide) be produced from the
negatives already obtained. The charge for this service is
based on the total length (in feet) of the entire number of
film slides. This charge is usually between three and four
!| cents per foot. Since the average film slide will be not over
six feet long, including protective "leader" or blank film at
either end, the entire set of seven units will total forty two
feet and cost one dollar and sixty eight cents.
The fifth operation requires that the finished sets be
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cut apart and each separate film slide be put into a small can.
The cans cost approximately two cents each, so that the set may
be packaged for twenty six cents plus the cost of a box to con-
tain them and a pamphlet as previously suggested. Allowing
I
twenty six cents for these last two items it is seen that the
cost of manufacture for a set of seven film slides properly
i
!
packaged will be approximately two dollars and twenty cents.
It must be observed, however, that no cost has been estimated
for the labor of packaging or for postage, since no reliable
study of such operations is available.
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SECTION IV.
Blbllograptiy.
Although no publication was found to deal directly
with the problems of correlating visual materials or pro-
ducing film slides, these readings provide excellent backgrounfL
material. All of them have been consulted in connection with
the project.
American Council on Education
Brunstetter, m.R,
Dorris, Anna V.
Eastman Kodak Company
Visual Education Directory
American Council on Educa-
tion - 1936 $3.00
How to Use the ii-ducational
Sound Film.
University of Chicago Press
1937 - ^2.00
Visual Instruction in the
Public Schools.
Ginn Sc Company 19 ES $2.80
How to Lilake Good Pictures.
Eastman Kodak Co.
1937 - $.50
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Hoban, Ghas. ji. and Zisman, o.B,
laees, C. E, K.
Motion Pictures of the World
National iSlementary Principal
Association -
Rulon, P. J.
Society for Visual iiiducation
U.S. Army lAir Corps)
Visualizing the Curriouluij.
The Cordon Company 1937
$3.00
Photography
^iacmillan 1937 #3.00
Educational Film Director^!
40 Mt. Vernon St.
Boston, iilass.
Subscription ^2.00 Annual]||y
Aids to Teaching in the
Elementary Schools
Thirteenth Yearbook $1.25
The Sound Ixiotion Picture
in Science Teaching.
Harvard University 1930
$2.50
Visual Review 1938
(free pamphlet)
Basic Photography
Superintendent of Docu-
ments. 1930 -^i.es

Yi'eber, J.J. Picture Values in Jiducation
The ^Educational ocreen
1928 ^il.OO
Wilson, H. C. Conipany Educational Film Catalog
1936 ^4.00

SECTION V.
Appendix
Numbered references appear throughout the text. Notations in
this section correspond to these numbers.
1. Ref: (Concreteness vs. Verbalism) "Picture Values in
iiducation", by J, J. Weber, Xhe Educational Screen, 1928.
2. Caldwell, Otis w, , and Courtis, Stuart A., "Then and Now
in Education."
3. Brownell, Wm, A., "Development of Children's Number Ideas
in the rrimary urades," Supplementary Educational Liono-
graph No. 35. University of Chicago, 1928.
4. Dewey, John, "Interest and ^-ffort in Education",
Houghton wiifflin Co,
5. Dent, Ellsworth C, "A Handbook of Visual Instruction."
6. All statements as to the number of projectors now in use
in our schools havs been obtained from the 1936 National
Visual i^ducation Directory, and thus represent figures
for only those school systems which replied to a question
naire. The actual figures would obviously be larger.

7. It is probable that many of the attachments were not re-
ported since many persons might consider them an integral
part of the glass slide projector.
8. The catalogs are those published by the H.C. </ilson Com-
pany of New York and "Motion Pictures of the World"
published by the company of the same name in Boston.
Eoth catalogs are listed in the Bibliography, Section IV.
9. In spite of these advantages, however, our schools now
use only 600 sound projectors as compared with 6000
silent machines (approximate figures).
10. From the introduction (by Dr. George F. Zook) to the
National Visual iiducation Directory (1936).
11. This volume is a suiaiiary of the literature in the field
of Visual iiducation. "liotion Pictures in i,ducation"
compiled by i.dgar Dale, Fannie . Dunn, Charles F. Hoban,
Jr# and i.tta ochneider. (l^ew York, the H,«V, V/ilson
Company, 1937).
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